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AL SINGER 

by: Bill Niland 

 

This June 2018, long time Lone Ranger fan Al Singer will open his Western themed 
museum in what was a cottage on his 34 acre estate called Top of the World Farm at 
61-67 Chestnut Hill Road, Litchfield, Ct. 

 

It will be non-profit, no admission, and reserved for school aged kids on Wednesdays. 
It will be filled with all the related articles 
Al collected over the years. There is Lone 
Ranger stuff, Zane Grey art, and statues.  He 

also plans to run Western movies in one room continuously. He 
wants people to enjoy his collection and be reminded of a time 
when simple life held a particular wonder in the thrilling days of 
yesteryear! 

 

For much of his 82 years, Al has lived a cowboy life, despite 
growing up in East Bronx, NY. Then, the furthest west he got was 
to West Bronx where he met his wife Rhoda. 

 

In the past he had Arabian Horses, and for 30 years he and his lovely wife vacation at Tangue Verde Ranch 
in Tucson, AZ where they immerse themselves in everything “cowboy”. He sold his horses when he turned 
80 because several friends got hurt. 

 

Al attended the very first Lone Ranger convention around 1960. He has been a faithful member of the Lone 
Range Fan Club as long as it existed. His conversation is peppered with stream of consciousness facts about 
time and dates. While Clayton Moore is his Ranger, he admits to liking Lee Powell, and that is the first 
mention of Mr. Powell in a survey we took on the Lone Ranger Fan Club Facebook page. 

 

Shelves line the place filled to overflow with every manner of cowboy paraphernalia. There are games, art, 
books, films, pottery, models, figures, advertising, Roy Rogers, 
Zane Grey, Lone Ranger, Gene Autry, Hopalong Cassidy, and 
reams of western figures from days gone by. 

 

For his 65th birthday, Al reserved a hotel and invited guests were 
told only that it was a Western themed party. He rented a white 
horse and a Lone Ranger outfit and rode out to greet family and 
guests in  role, with William Tell Overture playing on a tape 
recorder behind the saddle!!  The third-degree smiles on the family 
picture testify to the joy he created. 

 

On the way home, he had removed his mask, but still had his guns 
strapped to his side when Police pulled him over for speeding!! Al realized the trouble this could cause…so 
he exited the car with his hands held high telling the police he had guns. The 2 officers broke out laughing at 
the sight and let him go. 

AL AND RHODA SINGER 

BILL NILAND 
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He was in a specialized branch of insurance, providing liability to professionals. He merged with another large 
company in New Jersey, and one of his sons manages that operation with more than 300 employees in offices in 
Boston and California. Al is on-call when needs arise. 

 

He has 3 grown kids, all live within easy distance. His 7 grandchildren seem to recognize the blessings they 
have and devote themselves to occupational therapy for autistic children and one to teaching inner city kids. 

 

To my way of thinking Al represents the ideal of how to live a joy filled life. He married his sweetheart from 
neighboring West Bronx. His home dates from 1781, contains about 6,000 square feet, was once owned by 
President of Pepsi, and before that Canada Dry. There is a huge pipe organ built in, with 800 original pipes (one 
of only 4 in the country) built in 1924 by the President of Ginger Ale as a way to seal his engagement to a girl 
from Paris. Al employs professional help to maintain the organ, and hosts recitals several times a year. 

 

Like me, Al appreciates the extra ordinary Western collection owned by Bill Koch. I saw it at the Museum of 
Fine Art in Boston and I went 3 times. Unlike me, Al picked up the phone and called Mr. Koch’s office, 
explained his interest. Mr. Koch called back and invited Al and his wife to his home where they were treated to 
a tour of the entire collection. Al reports Mr. Koch paid several million for a Billy The Kid stamp - the only one 
in existence. . The Koch collection includes Remington oil paintings, guns of every kind, saddles, movie 
material, personal effects of John Wayne and others. 

 

Al tells me there is a play planned for Broadway next year on the life and times of Roy Rogers and Dale Evans 
complete with live horse and dog. It’s the horse and dog that presents the issue now, needing a stage with an 
elevator heavy enough for a horse. But Al will be there opening night. 

 

By now I know asking Lone Ranger collectors to name which is their favorite, ranks up there with favorite 
child, and only produces scorn. But Al does have particular affection for a picture of the Rough Riders, with 
Lee Powell as The Lone Ranger, with  Buck Jones, Tim McCoy, and Raymond Hatton 

 

So, mark this June on your calendar, Litchfield Connecticut as the place, and let’s try to make a pilgrimage to 
Al Singer’s Western Themed museum and pay respect to him and to the inspiration for all the memorabilia he 
assembles. 

 

Hats off to Al….Happy Trails   
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COMMENTARY by TLRFC 

 

COLOR ORIGIN CONCLUSION  

Michael Trotochaud, TLRFC member #121, has spent many hours conducting research, as well as 

consolidating and reviewing the research of others, concerning a color origin story with Clayton 

Moore and Jay Silverheels. He is to be commended for his dedication in trying to bring this topic to 

an end. TLRFC thanks him for doing it. 

 

Many people have provided information and helped with this endeavor.  A special thank you to 

Mark R. Largent, Eric Stedman, and James Adams for their contributions. 

 

All of their information has been researched and the following is the final conclusion. 

***  

For more than three decades, stories have circulated of a color Lone Ranger origin story starring Clayton Moore 

and Jay Silverheels. People have searched for the film, or even documentation that could prove such an 

undertaking was made. At this point in time, no film has been discovered. Additionally, no tangible information 

has been uncovered to support the idea that this color origin was made. 

 

The prevailing story in circulation is that Jack Wrather had the origin story filmed in color for a 1955 22nd 

Anniversary Special. This special would air again in 1958 for the 25th anniversary, be released in theaters in 

1962, and then aired on television in 1973/74.  After these releases, it would become available for rental or sale 

on 16mm film from two distributers (Westcoast Films and The Nostalgia Merchant) under the title of “The 

Lone Ranger Rides Again”. The special would contain several unique story elements. The first is that Tonto 

discovered the wounded ranger at night and carried him to a cave. The second is that while in the cave, the 

Lone Ranger would cast his own silver bullets and examine them while sitting at a table. 

 

The Anniversary Specials 

 

In August 1954, Jack D. Wrather, Mrs. Mazie Wrather (his mother), and John L. Loeb & Assoc. of New York 

purchased the Lone Ranger property from George W. Trendle (Broadcasting – Telecasting, Aug 9, 1954, page 

70). At that time, season four of the television series was still in production. 

 

Charles Livingstone, who worked on the filming of the series, was interviewed by David Rothel for his book, 

“Who Was That Masked Man?”. During the interview, they discuss the filming of the fourth season (aka 

series). Mr. Livingstone states, “During the shooting Jay Silverheels had a heart attack and we had to lay off for 

eight weeks, so we didn’t finish the series until early into 1955.” (page 201). 

 

With this information, we can infer that between the purchase of the property in August and the airing of the 

22nd Anniversary Special the following February, the production team was completing the filming of the fourth 

season. 
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The 22nd Anniversary Special was advertised and discussed in a number of publications at the time. Two 

publications of interest are TV Guide and Broadcasting – Telecasting. TV Guide provides television broadcast 

listings to the consumer to facilitate viewing selections. Broadcasting – Telecasting was a “trade magazine” 

directed at members of the television and radio industry, to include advertisers. 

 

The TV Guide listing for the special provides a synopsis of the program, and states that it is an hour-long. The 

listing does not annotate the special as being in color on either of the two networks broadcasting it. 

 

Broadcasting – Telecasting, a weekly magazine, published a section called “Colorcasting”. “Colorcasting” 

contained a list of all of the upcoming color broadcasts. During the weeks leading up to the special, there is no 

mention of it. 

Following the broadcast, a review is published on Feb 21, 1955. The review does not state that the broadcast 

was in color. 

 

To put this in perspective, color television broadcasts were not the norm in 1955. The NBC network was airing 

the majority of the color broadcasts. The New York Times published a September 7, 1955 article titled “C.B.S. 

To Increase Color Shows To 73”. The article states, “During the 1954-55 season, there were nineteen C.B.S. 

color telecasts.” ABC did not broadcast in color at the time of the special. 

 

The 22nd Anniversary Special aired on an annual basis until its final broadcast in 1958 for the 25th 

anniversary. Contemporary publications following the 1958 broadcast show the storyline to match the previous 

airings. 

 

In 2012, Legend Films, Inc. released a DVD titled “The Lone Ranger Double-Barreled Feature”. This DVD 

contained two films, “The Lone Ranger Story” and “Hi-Yo Silver”. “Hi-Yo Silver” is the feature edit of the 

1938 serial “The Lone Ranger”. 

 

“The Lone Ranger Story” is of importance to this discussion. The introduction cards to “The Lone Ranger 

Story” state “Last aired on 02/01/1958 as a Special 1 Hour Anniversary Show to celebrate 25 years of The 

Lone Ranger. It was condensed from three half-hour 1949 pilot episodes… Presented here is an extended 

version of that Anniversary Show, complete with special narration, opening and closing titles, etc. Clayton 

Moore is The Lone Ranger, Jay Silverheels is Tonto.” 

 

“The Lone Ranger Story” is a black and white film edited together from the first three episodes of the series. It 

was first aired for the 22nd anniversary in 1955, and then annually until the 25th anniversary. Due to “The 

Lone Ranger Story” having been edited from three episodes originally filmed in black and white, the 22nd and 

25th anniversary specials cannot be a color origin story. 

 

“The Lone Ranger and the Lost City of Gold” 

 

For the 1958 film, Clayton Moore and Jay Silverheels filmed an abbreviated origin sequence that was used to 
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open the film. This sequence would also be used in “The Adventures of The Lone Ranger” 

 

“The Adventures of The Lone Ranger” or “Lone Ranger Theater” 

 

“The Adventures of the Lone Ranger” was a unique series that contained no new footage. It was created by 

taking an existing product, repackaging it, and selling it into syndication. 

 

When Jack Wrather purchased The Lone Ranger property, he decided to film the fifth season in color. 

Altogether, there were 39 episodes filmed. By using some creative editing, they were able to create 13 new 

episodes for airing in a 90-minute timeslot. Each would contain the brief color origin story from the beginning 

of “The Lone Ranger and the Lost City of Gold”. Without commercials, these episodes would run for 

approximately 70 minutes. 

 

Television listings have shown that these broadcasts existed as early as 1973 and ran on television into the 

1980s. We don’t know if it was intentional, but 1973 was also the 40th anniversary of the Lone Ranger property. 

 

This series was also aired on television as “Lone Ranger Theater”. “The Adventures of The Lone Ranger” series 

was also released on VHS in a single episode per tape format. 

 

“The Lone Ranger Rides Again” 

 

Prior to the expansion of the home video market in the 1980s, there were only a few ways to see a movie after it 

left the theater. You could wait for the movie to have a rerelease in the theater or for it to be shown on 

television. Some people would rent or purchase an actual film print via mail order. As the consumer video 

started to takeoff, VHS and Betamax became options as well. 

 

To help facilitate the rental and sale market, James L. Limbacher compiled and edited a book titled “Feature 

Films on 8mm, 16mm, and Videotape”. The book consolidated the listings from many distributer catalogs in a 

single place for the consumer to reference. 

 

The Sixth Edition of the book (1979) contains a listing for “The Lone Ranger Rides Again” (page 177). The 

listing states: LONE RANGER RIDES AGAIN, THE (Wrather- c1955-70min-16mm sound-color) Clayton 

Moore. R-WCF/S-TNM. (Note: WCF – Westcoast Films; TNM – The Nostalgia Merchant) 

 

The date is listed as “c1955” meaning “circa 1955”. This is probably because it was an estimated date, possibly 

to differentiate it from the serial of the same name. By the 8th edition, “c1955” would change to “1955”. 

This entry has caused some confusion over the years. The title “Lone Ranger Rides Again” is most commonly 

associated with the 1939 serial. However, this entry has been claimed to be a color origin story. 

 

Fred Thompson, the co-author of Clayton Moore’s autobiography, and Boyd Magers were contacted by James 
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“Bobby” Adams in the late 1980s concerning this title.  They both replied that it was a compilation of three 

color episodes from season five. Their replies were considered to be incorrect because the color episodes were 

not made until the September 1956, after the listed 1955 release date. 

 

A copy of the “1976 - 77 Catalog of 16mm Films: Short Films, Serials, Features” for Westcoast Films has been 

located and used to validate the entry in Feature Films. The catalog listing does not contain a year of release for 

the title. The synopsis listed in the catalog fits the description of an installment of “The Adventures of the Lone 

Ranger”. This particular installment was titled “The Search” and edited together from the episodes: “Christmas 

Story,” “The Cross of Santa Domingo” and “The Breaking Point.” 

 

With the discovery of the actual catalog listing for “Lone Ranger Rides Again”, we now know that this 16mm 

print was actually “The Search” from “The Adventures of the Lone Ranger” and marketed under the title “Lone 

Ranger Rides Again”. 

 

The Fourth Edition of “Feature Films” (1974) does not contain a listing for “The Lone Ranger Rides Again”. 

This could be because the film had recently been released for syndication and was not yet made available for 

rentals and sales. 

 

Photographs 

 

There are two photographs in circulation of Clayton Moore, in costume as the Lone Ranger, sitting at a table 

and holding silver bullets. These pictures have been claimed to be from the color origin story. 

 

The costume that is being worn in these two photos are consistent with costumes worn by Clayton Moore 

starting with season five of the series, through the 1958 feature and subsequent public appearances. 

 

Jack Wrather had a large photo shoot completed in late 1956 or early 1957. Photos from this shoot were used to 

market the Lone Ranger for press packages, and to be used as the covers for the comic book published by Dell 

Comics. 

 

The photo of The Lone Ranger holding one bullet was published in “The Lone Ranger and Tonto Souvenir 

Photo Album”. This publication has a 1957 copyright by The Lone Ranger, Inc. This is its first known 

publishing. 

 

The photo of The Lone Ranger holding two bullets is contained within the Getty Images collection and credit is 

attributed to the “ABC Photo Archives”. 

 

A Colorized Lone Ranger Origin 

 

In the 1970s or 1980s, an attempt was made to “colorize” “The Legend of the Lone Ranger”. This was a very 

primitive attempt and ran on a Spanish-language television station. Very little is known about this item. 
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Summary and Closing 

 

The 22nd Anniversary Special that aired on February 12, 1955 on CBS and February 13, 1955 on ABC was 

“The Lone Ranger Story”. This special was aired again in 1956, 1957, and on February 1, 1958. “The Lone 

Ranger Story” is not in color; it is a black and white edit of the first three episodes of the series. An extended 

version of this is available on DVD. 

 

A color origin sequence was filmed and used in the feature film “Lone Ranger and the Lost City of Gold”. 

The “Lone Ranger and the Lost City of Gold” origin sequence is included with the syndicated film series “The 

Adventures of the Lone Ranger” / “Lone Ranger Theater”. These would be viewed on television for 10-15 

years, and were available for home purchase (possibly as video store rentals too). 

 

A 16mm print of the episode “The Search” from the syndicated series “The Adventures of the Lone Ranger” 

was made available for rental or purchase from Westcoast Films and The Nostalgia Merchant respectively. 

 

Stills from a 1956/57-photo shoot show the Lone Ranger sitting at a table holding silver bullets. These photos 

have only been made available in black and white portrait format. If these were frames from a color origin story, 

they could have been made available as color and in a landscape format. 

 

A poor attempt at colorizing the origin story had been made and aired on Spanish- language television. 

 

Additionally, a review of the Catalog of Copyright Entries: Motion Pictures and Filmstrips has been conducted 

for the 1950s. There is no entry for a color Lone Ranger film outside the known 39 television episodes and two 

feature films. 

 

Over the years, there have been a number of people who claim the existence of a color origin story starring 

Clayton Moore and Jay Silverheels. They may say that they saw it themselves, they know someone who saw it, 

or they just believe it to exist. It is possible that bits and pieces of the different confirmed productions were seen 

at different times. Then, as time passed, their minds combined them over time. 

 

Despite more that 30 years of research for a color origin story, there has never been anything found to support 

it. Support could be in the form of a film print, a color photograph, confirmation from someone involved with 

the creation of the film, production documents, or any publicity items. Every tangible “fact” that has been found 

has been refuted. Without something tangible to affirm the idea of a color origin story, it is believed that there 

wasn’t an extended color origin story filmed until the 1981 film “The Legend of the Lone Ranger” starring 

Klinton Spilsbury and Michael Horse as The Lone Ranger and Tonto respectively. 

*** 
It is the opinion of The Lone Ranger Fan Club that Clayton Moore and Jay Silverheels never filmed a full-

length, color origin story.  It is the decision of TLRFC to consider this topic closed, and it is not to be posted 

about in the future on our Facebook page.  Anyone feeling that they have new verifiable information can 
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contact Michael Trotochaud directly by email - floatinjoe@trotochaud.org 

 

Posts made on this topic without the consultation of the group’s administrator will be removed.  The poster 

will also be contacted by the TLRFC to cease posting on this topic. 

Thanks to all of you for your discussions about this and for your support. 

TLRFC President 

 

HAPPY SPRING! 

By: Annie Little 

Well, winter is behind us and spring has finally arrived,  And, from where I am 

currently sitting, I can see new growth squeezing its way through the chilled earth 

offering a promise that colorful blooms will develop and surround us in no time at 

all.  New life, in all its glory, will be everywhere we look.   

 

As I rest looking outside, I think how easy our lives are compared to all who paved the way before us.  And 

yet, here we are still complaining and wishing for a simpler time - for the days gone by.  I caught myself 

recently recalling that as a very young child, I would walk to various places - unsupervised, yet never fearing 

harm or feeling frightened.  Unfortunately, that is not always the case today and parents are wise to fully 

supervise their young ones.  So, while today is the “easier way” it may not be “the best way”.  Maybe having 

everything handed to us isn’t really in our best interest growth-wise.  Hard work does, after all, build good 

character.  And, sadly, I do believe that virtuous character and good morals are in a limited supply today.   At 

least that’s what I thought until I was recently reminded by Bill Niland, one of our reporters, that there are 

hero’s out there, willing to help others. He sent me the following quote: 

“How about Tim McGinty, the cowboy hatted hero who helped drag the Southwest Airline passenger 

back from the window, and who applied CPR with that brave nurse Peggy Phillips RN, and Andrew 

Needham for 20 minutes until the plane landed?  The article quotes his wife saying some heroes wear 

capes, mine loves God; serves others, and wears [ sic ] cowboy hat.”  

So, maybe we need to stop “blending in” and being politically correct all of the time because we are afraid of 

ruffling someone’s feathers.  Perhaps, we need to “stand-out” by “standing-up” for our home-grown family 

values of goodness, morality and righteous behavior.  I guess, you could say that we need to be more like The 

Lone Ranger or like a “hatted hero”. 

So, enjoy this glorious spring/summer season my friends.  And, hopefully, we can makes these “the good old 

days!”   

I send you all my best until next time. Adios  

Annie Little 

mailto:floatinjoe@trotochaud.org
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Atholl Buchan is a 34 year old artist from Scotland and a new member of the 
LRFC # 653 as well as the secretary for Tranquility Wild West Town re-enactment 
group in Scotland.  This is a sample of his amazing artistry.  His art is a stylistic 
combination of Japanese Manga but with vibrant colors.  He specializes in famous 
western characters as well as his own comic series “Frontier Tales”.  As you can 
see from this work, he has an outstanding talent and more works can be viewed on 
facebook.com/BuchanManga.  He has made this artwork available to the club 
members exclusively. Thank you Atholl! 

Nolan Greer 

http://facebook.com/BuchanManga
http://facebook.com/BuchanManga
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Brace Beemer – “A Refresher” 

                                                                 by: Steve White  

 

Fellow members, this article is about Brace Beemer.  He was a fantastic radio 
actor who portrayed the greatest character ever penned, The Lone Ranger. His 
voice was perfect for radio and as you will read below, he lived true to the 
goodness of that creation. Brace Beemer was appearing as The Lone Ranger for 
WXYZ over a decade before Clayton Moore mounted Silver and rode into 
history.   

 

This is from Clayton’s book, I Was That Masked Man, in the Introduction by 
Frank Thompson: Just as Clayton Moore would do in later years, Beemer made 
it a point to incorporate the ideals of the Lone Ranger into his personal life. 
Famous announcer Fred Foy called Beemer, “the Lone Ranger, whether on the 
microphone or off.  I know it was one of his prime purposes to visit children’s 

hospitals where many youngsters, of course, idolized The Lone Ranger. 
This was to them a real-life hero, and there were many instances where 
just going in his full regalia as the Lone Ranger, the mask and so on, 
that this would give the youngsters a tremendous lift.”  

 

Our great club has a tremendous article on Mr. Beemer on our home 
page under the Silver Bullet index labeled Lone Ranger Radio.  It is by 
Lee J. Felbinger and covers Brace Beemer very well.  I have researched 
Mr. Beemer and was hoping for some new earth shattering tidbit; but 
only found information that may if nothing else be refreshing. So 
saddle up and though we may not gain a gallop; we can at least ride 
down the smooth trails that others have previously ridden. 

 

Brace Beemer was born in Mt. Carmel, Illinois on December 9, 1902 and died from a heart attack on March 
1, 1965. He was laid to rest in Troy, Michigan. He was only 62 years old.  At 14, two months shy of 15 years 
of age; he was able to enlist in the Army and participated in World War I. He served with Battery E, 150th 
Field Artillery. He was reported to have been wounded in action in France on May 27, 1918.  He was said to 
be the youngest sergeant in that war. I was able to find him on two U.S. Army Transport Service, Passenger 
Lists, one leaving from Hoboken, New Jersey on October 18, 1917 aboard the steamer President Lincoln* 
and one leaving Brest, France on the steamer Leviathan. His father Joseph Beemer was listed as the person to 
notify in case of emergency. At that time, their home was listed as 215 Buntin Street, Vincennes, Indiana.  He 
left France in April of 1919.  Impressive for a young man not even 17 years old!  Thousands of others sailed 
the ocean twice and were overseas for 18 months; but it is unlikely many that did so, accomplished it all, 
while under 17 years of age. *In May of 1918, the steamer President Lincoln was sunk.  

 

Brace Beemer and Clayton Moore need to be re-visited; so that we will always remember how great both men 
were and how they respected the values of The Lone Ranger.  You know, in a sense it is more to their credit 
as descent men that our fictional hero has virtually become real.   These gentlemen lived up to the creed that 
was written in the beginning and even without having donned a masked or had George Trendle and Fran 
Striker never even worked on a western, Beemer and Moore would have still been great individuals; though 
we may never have heard of them. We as fans of a fictional character have been blessed by the portrayals of 
the character by Beemer and Moore and they were blessed to have been able to be The Lone Ranger. Brace 
Beemer and Clayton Moore lived up to the virtues of the character. If The Lone Ranger Creed was followed 

STEVE WHITE 
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by everyone, we would all be a better world for it.  Just like this refresher on Mr. Brace Beemer, we need to 
refresh ourselves with the Creed. Please take a moment and re-read it from our club’s home page under the 
Silver Bullet index labeled Lone Ranger. 

 

Much of the rest of this article will be from Mr. Beemer’s last 
place he called home, Oxford, Michigan. In July of 2013, 
Disney’s blockbuster take on the Lone Ranger opened, giving 
another generation of “rangers” nationwide a chance to 
imprint the ideals promoted by the American hero.  Brace 
Beemer was that American hero.  Mr. Beemer personified The 
Lone Ranger, providing his visage as the masked rider in 
publicity photos even before taking over the speaking role in the 
WXYZ radio show that started it all in Detroit in 1933.  He was 
The Lone Ranger from 1941 to 1954, portraying the old West 
lawman in nearly 3,000 installments broadcast by 129 radio 
stations worldwide.  

 

Beemer’s grandson Bob Daniel said his grandfather was 
instrumental in establishing the persona of the masked rider, 
primarily with his intimidating stature at 6’ 3” tall and a 
booming voice that demanded attention. “My grandfather was 
able to bring together the voice and physical appearance of the 
character and portray that in live settings in ways that a lot of 
folks wouldn’t be able to do,” he said.  His voice became almost 
synonymous with the very idea of The Lone Ranger. It was so 
familiar to fans of the original radio show that actor Clayton 
Moore imitated it for the television adaptation. 

  

In 2013, Rod Charles, the chairman of the Oxford-based Lone 
Ranger Committee and the man who helped bring Beemer’s 

history to the attention of Disney Studios publicists, said the association has put Oxford Village on the map 
and gave the village something to hold on to ---an identity.  2013 marked the eighth decade since The Lone 
Ranger’s first radio broadcast, a fitting time for a movie release and an opportune moment to focus the 
spotlight on the small southeast Michigan hamlet where he spent over 20 years of his life.  

 

Daniel said there were two distinct generations of Lone Ranger adherents—fans of the radio and television 
iterations – and hopes that a third will be born on July 3, (referring to Disney’s premiere of their The Lone 
Ranger movie).  “That’s going to provide to another generation with the recognition of this wonderful 
character,” he said, “and shine a light on the work that my grandfather did to establish that role”.   

 

No matter what you thought of the Disney version, I feel most would agree in the fact that there should be a 
fourth generation added to Mr. Daniel’s Lone Ranger adherents—US, The Lone Ranger Fan Club.  We can all 
hope that another producer and director will pick up the baton and do something truer to the 1950s version; but 
that day may never come; so it is really up to us to keep this great character going strong. 

 

Brace Beemer appeared in rodeos, Madison Square Garden, circuses, auditoriums, and football games 
(including the Rose Bowl). The city of Cheyenne, Wyoming officially changed its name to Lone Ranger 
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Frontier Town for one day on Wednesday, June 30, 1948 and Brace Beemer was the Grand Marshall of the 
parade held for the celebration. He broadcast the Indianapolis 500 and was a guest of Eleanor Roosevelt at the 
White House. He also visited many hospitals in full costume to visit sick children. Many celebrities of the day 
became acquaintances of Brace Beemer, including FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover who was later a pallbearer at 
Mr. Beemer’s funeral. 

 

He traveled with 15 custom made costumes, six pair of hand tooled boots, six white Stetsons and a hand 
carved saddle. He told Jim Sherman, Sr., his Oxford neighbor that he had to soak his hand in Epsom salts and 
pack his arm in ice after long appearance days. In special appearances, Brace Beemer wore a double holster 
and belt created by Ed Bohlin. The same rig was later worn by Clayton Moore in his role in The Lone Ranger 
on TV. 

 

Also from I Was That Masked Man, Clayton Moore wrote: The 
original fans of Brace Beemer’s radio Lone Ranger are now in their 
sixties and seventies. (This was written in 1998; so add about 20 
years). The baby boomers who first enjoyed our television version in 
the fifties are now nearly fifty themselves. It seems amazing to me 
that the oceans of kids who used to cheer as I would ride in a 
Christmas parade or step into the spotlight of a fairground, now have 
kids –and grandkids—of their own. But even though their hair is 
turning gray, they retain a childlike heart. The look in their eyes 
when they meet the Lone Ranger is the same at forty-five as it was at 
five. I know— I met ‘em both times.   

 

 There is a site from Mt. Carmel, Illinois that honors Brace Beemer’s 
legacy as The Lone Ranger.  Many entries are the guest book and 
this one by Jerry Caterino from 11/25/2016 really nails why we are in a fan club.  Mr. Caterino wrote: I grew 
up in the South Bronx in the 1940s. Every Monday-Wednesday-Friday night at 7:30pm our family gathered 
around the radio in the living room to hear the greatest voice in radio history--- Brace Beemer. I then wrote a 
fan letter to Mr. Beemer and he sent me a most beautiful reply.  - -Gene Autry and Roy Rogers ruled the silver 
screen then; but Brace Beemer ruled every kid’s heart. What a compliment. Members, if that don’t give you a 
good chill bump or two; you better check your pulse.  Mr. Caterino and Clayton Moore echoed the same 
thought that probably most of us share. We must keep that childlike heart that they wrote about.   As Mr. Foy 
said, Beemer was The Lone Ranger on microphone or off!   What a tremendous person to be- - -real or not. 
Long live the memory of Brace Beemer, The Lone Ranger.  

 

Thanks to Andrew Kidd of The Morning Sun, for his July 7, 2013 article on Brace Beemer.  Thanks to Lee J. 
Felbinger for his great The Lone Ranger Fan Club article on Brace Beemer.  Thanks to Jim Ramsburg for his 
in depth information on The Lone Ranger. To Bob Daniel and Rod Charles. And to Phil Stallings and the Mt. 
Carmel Chamber of Commerce for the Mt. Carmel Tribute to Brace Beemer. Also a big thanks to our own 
President, Garry Cherricks and Editor, Annie Little for keeping our Silver Bullet full of great information like 
the Lone Ranger Creed.  Thanks to my wife Jamie for her support and “final proof reading”. 
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TLR:  Our First Mass Media (Masked) “Superhero”? 

“I wear a mask … not [so much] to hide who I am, but to create whom I am.”  

Batman (quoted by Dan Western at his “Wealthy Gorilla” website). 

By:  Dr. Jim Vickrey 

 

What is a “superhero” (regardless of gender)?  Definitions range from those that are 
merely synonymous with “hero” to those that require supernatural abilities.  Former 
Marvel publisher Stan Lee, who co-created Iron Man, Spider-Man, Thor, and the X-
Men, has opined that a superhero is “a person who does heroic deeds and has the ability 
to do them in a way a normal person couldn’t.”  By ability, he means “a power that is 
more exceptional than any power a normal human being could possess”; that is, a super- 
or supernatural power.  “Stan Lee on what is a superhero” at Stan Lee at the blog he 
uses, https://blog.oup.com/authors/Stan-Lee (November 17, 2013), retrieved  

February 2, 2018. 

 

A more useful definition, because it applies across the board, is the one employed by the author(s) of the 
Wikipedia article on the subject:  “A superhero … is a type of heroic stock character, usually [but not 
necessarily] possessing supernatural or super-human powers,” referencing the MERRIAM-WEBSTER 
dictionary definition:  “a fictional hero having extraordinary or superhuman powers; also:  an exceptionally 
skillful or successful person.”  See the Wikipedia entry on “Superhero” (http://en.wikipedia.org/w/
index.php? Title-Super&oldid-823467805). 

 

In the foreword to LIFE’s 2017 special magazine devoted to the RISE OF THE SUPERHERO:  From the 
Golden Age to the Silver Screen, Stan Lee (who better to quote again?), observes that “[t]he term 
‘superhero’ came into usage barely 80 years ago when National Comics (later to become DC Comics) 
published Superman …” (6).  He adds, “After Superman, it was as though the dam had been broken” (id.).  
The latter may be true, but I’m not so sure about the former conclusion, even assuming his explicit 
definition, and Superman appeared in issue #1 of ACTION comics, did he not?  (Issue #1,000 was just 
released.) 

 

After all, there have been superheroes in Western literature since at least the time of Homer (whoever they/ 
were/was).  Achilles, blessed of the Greek gods, may have been our first one, assuming we don’t count 
divinely inspired and protected Samson of Old Testament fame.  Superheroes of more recent vintage – 
whose powers were less supernatural than heightened natural ones – may be found in the popular literature 
of the 20th century, excluding the mythic exploits of such intermediary heroic figures as King Arthur, Robin 
Hood, and our own Buffalo Bill Cody, perhaps the first to help craft his own mythology. 

 

However, the antecedents of today’s superheroes, from Batman and Thor to Superman and Wonder Woman, 
whose supernatural exploits have all but coopted the term, as used above by Lee, are found in the narratives 
of two of the most famous heroes in Western writings.  One is the creation of Baroness Emmuska Orczy, 
THE SCARLET PIMPERNEL (1905 novel from her 1903 play), a subdued swashbuckler of an avenger and 
a savior of French aristocrats during the early days of the French Revolution and its Reign of Terror in the 
late 18th century.  The Pimpernel is played in the 1934 British feature film of the fictional tale by Leslie 
Howard.  He wears multiple disguises, albeit no masks, to conceal the fact that he is in reality Sir Percy 
Blakeney, a wealthy English fop, whose wife is French, leaving behind him after each rescue, not a silver 
bullet but a scarlet pimpernel (a flower) imprinted on his calling/farewell card, otherwise without name. 

 

DR. JIM VICKREY 
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If the connection to the TLR NEWSLETTER is not yet clear from that reference to THE SCARLET 
PIMPERNEL, it will be when I refer to the second 20th century hero who first entered popular literature a 
decade later and is doubtless the most direct antecedent to “the masked rider of the plains” – Zorro, whose 
calling card was the letter “Z,” marked on a wall or table or, better, sliced into the clothing of a bad guy.  
Created by Johnston McCulley and premiered in a narrative in 1919 issue of ALL-STORY WEEKLY, 
“Zorro, the Curse of Capistrano,” the story of Don Diego de la Vega, foppish son of a wealthy 19th century 
California Spaniard, is one of the most strikingly compelling in the heroic literature.  You remember him -- 
a dandified young member of society secretly dons an all-black disguise and mask to fight the repressive 
forces of corrupt, local Spanish governmental officials in pre-statehood Southern California.  Gallantly 
riding a black stallion, his black cape and hat buffeted by the winds of the forces he fends off, Zorro, his 
sword flashing in the light of silvery moons, supported by a faithful servant, with a black whip at his side, 
strikes the most memorable pose of all Western characters – in pulp short stories and novels, comics, feature 
films, serials, and TV series. 

 

It is Zorro – Spanish for “fox” -- who is the most direct predecessor of The Lone Ranger.  And it is Douglas 
Fairbanks who seized upon the character to personify him first on the silver screen, providing a heroic 
vehicle for the actors who came after him to play the masked rider of the Southern California plains.  See 
Sandra Curtis, ZORRO UNMASKED:  THE OFFICIAL HISTORY (1998) (NY:  Hyperion, 1998), 6-25, 21
-22.  A more familiar source for readers of this publication is David Rothel’s WHO WAS THAT MASKED 
MAN?  The Story of the Lone Ranger (2013 – 3rd ed.) (Nashville:  Riverwood Press) and he writes on point 
that from the beginning George W. Trendle wanted his new radio star to be a “hero” in the vein of those 
whose adventures had thrilled him as a boy, including “the adventures of … Robin Hood, Zorro …,” 
especially the latter two (10).  Accordingly, Trendle and his staff “liked the idea of the character and felt that 
a Zorro-like mask was a necessity along with the ‘beneolent outlaw’ aspects of” both fictional heroes (ibid.).  
They also declared that he had to be unsmiling, use silver bullets, ride a while stallion, and “go … around 
righting wrongs against tremendous odds and then disappear … immediately afterwards” (10-11). 

 

Early on, Trendle incorporated such features into a list of rules for the writers helping lead writer, Fran 
Striker, to turn out three radio scripts a week for live broadcasting.  Included were these:  TRL “never 
smokes, never uses profanity, and never uses intoxicating beverages”; “is a man who can fight great odds”; 
“at all times uses precise speech, without slang, or dialect”; and he “never shoots to kill,” but, [w]hen he has 
to use guns, he aims to maim as painlessly as possible” (37).  On the TV series, of course, we could see that 
he mostly shot the six-shooters out of the hands of villains. 

 

But, why does it matter that the man who rode the “fiery horse [at] … the speed of light” has obvious 
antecedents elsewhere in Western (European and American) literature, as indicated above?   There are two 
reasons.  First, he fits within the definition, as understood above and as implied by the tradition described, 
helping to establish the credentials of the superhero in the then-new mass medium of radio, whence came 
TLR’s appearance in all other mass media – celluloid, printed, and video – and in merchandising.  I have 
left out of this analysis consideration of such other potential predecessors as “The Shadow,” because he did 
not become possessed of his extraordinary powers until after TLR began to ride the plains. 

 

Thus, the second reason it is important deserves further elaboration in that it fits within the emerging  
superhero tradition; indeed, he helped to establish the generic credentials of such a hero.  I  was not 
fully aware of that until I began to do research for my 2018 book, now at the Dorrance  Publishers , 
Pittsburgh, PA:  ROY, “ROCKY” & RED RYDER; “HOPPY,” DURANGO & MO[O]RE:  Recollections 
of What They Taught us on Saturdays, Riding Together into the Sunset of the B-Western Movie Era, at 
“The Strand” & “The Bijou” and on Radio & TV.  With some 150 bibliographic entries, the book is based 
on wide readings as well as personal recollections from several dozen friends who still cherish memories of 
coming of age at the small movie houses that rounded up and revealed on their screens the exploits of our 
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favorite B-Western heroes.  Clayton Moore is included because of his Republic Pictures Western serials and 
the two feature films released as the B-Western Era was ending.   

 

One of the most insightful essays I ran across was in editors Peter C. Rollins and John E. O’Connor’s 
HOLLYWOOD’S WEST:  THE AMERICAN FRONTIER IN FILM, TELEVISION, AND HISTORY (2005) 
(Lexington:  University of Kentucky Press), 81-96, which I commend to readers of the SILVER BULLET.  
Therein appears John Shelton Lawrence’s essay on “The Lone Ranger:  Adult Legacies of a Juvenile 
Western,” in which the author argues persuasively (to me) that in TLR’s character and exploits “one finds a 
template for the American superhero’s character and environment” (89).  That template constitutes a six-fold 
pattern that can be applied to an examination of the superheroes that followed him.  See if you don’t agree. 

 

1. The first thread of that pattern is its “bipolar moral world,” in which shades of gray rarely occur.  Men and 
women are either good or bad, right or wrong, moral or immoral.  Characters and the resolution of plots 
involving them are either as black as the Masked Man’s identity-hiding mask or as white as his stallion, 
Silver.  The moral alloys are as pure as are TLR’s silver bullet.  (By the way, did you know you can 
purchase sterling silver, silver bullets from the Littleton Coin Co.?  I now have three.) 

 

2. The second thread is “license of innocence/call of destiny.”  That is, he feels “led” or “called” to be who he 
is and to do what he does, often after a traumatic event.  That is why origin stories of superheroes are so 
important.  They not only inspire him (note:  I’m staying with masculine pronouns here to simplify this 
writing, but that should not be taken to imply that I’m forgetting Wonder Woman and other female 
superheroes) to assume the role he’s taken; they also legitimize his character and what that character does.  
Superheroes rarely have crises of conscience, therefore.  Because of this sober sense of mission, he does not 
make significant mistakes and never captures the wrong person. 

 

3. “Supremacy of the Caucasian male” is the third thread.  The vast majority of superheroes are white males, 
reflecting other cultural biases so woven into Western society.  That Wonder Woman originated in the ‘40s 
and has finally assumed her rightful place in the superhero universe merely dramatized the fact that she is 
the rare exception.  Much the same can be said of non-Caucasian superheroes, especially now that “Black 
Panther” has been launched to such outsized success and, along with Wonder Woman, is appearing in the 
multiple superhero series. 

 

4. The fourth thread is “disguised identity and outsider role,” perhaps the most obvious of his characteristics.   
Some superheroes are just whoever they are, but most hide their outsized status and capabilities behind a 
façade that belies their super powers:  Zorro, TLR, Batman, Iron Man, et al.  This is so even though the 
original reason for the disguise may have been become irrelevant:  TLR’s original nemesis was captured 
early on, eliminating implied threats to his life, and Tony Stark eventually acknowledged who was within 
the metal suit.  Of course, a mask was not required to disguise the “real” person; all that was required in the 
case of Superman was to lower the pitch of his voice and take off Clark Kent’s glasses.  Of course, he, too, 
was the ultimate outsider; indeed, he was an undocumented alien, who shed his clothes at the drop of a cry 
for help.  (I’ve always wondered:  Where did he find similar clothes at the other end of his “up, up, and 
aways”?) 

 

5. “Super powers, physical and moral” constitute the fifth thread in the pattern of the superhero, but they 
may be the one characteristic that Lone Ranger fans may not readily identify as belonging to the man “who 
led the fight for law and order in the early West ….”  But, think:  He may not be able to fly and he is not 
impervious to injury but he always wins fist-fights and gun-fights, usually by shooting the firearms out of 
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the hands of his adversaries; he always gets his man (and occasionally woman) and the one he gets is always 
the guilty party (he doesn’t make mistakes), for he never commits a moral error; and, of course, he rides the 
West’s fastest horse – in fact, “a fiery horse with the speed of light.”  All of that is taken for granted on the 
radio and televised versions of TLR’s adventures. 

 

6. The sixth and final thread making up Lawrence’s pattern for the superhero is what he labeled “calibration of 
retaliatory vengeance.”  Superheroes don’t form committees to track down and prosecute the bad guys 
(absent occasional group action by The Avengers or The Justice League), nor do they worry over such 
niceties as civil rights and the like.  Individually, they are law and order vigilantes, with the moral advantage 
that they always get the right person(s).  Taking action as a vigilante is much more problematic in the real 
world where “due process” is required and search warrants are required.  Ultimately, however, in the case of 
TLR, he usually sees to it that the bad guys are turned over to local law enforcement. 

 

Lawrence adds:  “The Ranger’s constellation of mythic conventions received almost immediate acclaim as 
edifying fare for the nation’s children, and its echoes in adult melodramas [and politics] attest to its continuing 
resonance” (91).  That is why it’s no coincidence that Britt Reid, son of TLR’s nephew Dan, is the secret 
identify of radio, serials, and TV series lead character “The Green Hornet” or that Fran Striker wrote into 
existence the modern-day, urbanized version of the Ranger.  And, as noted above, George W. Trendle 
instructed Striker at the beginning of the radio series that began in 1933 in Detroit to create a Masked Man who 
was a moral paragon who always used his extraordinary talents of mind and body heroically on the right side of 
the law on behalf of those in need of his help.  As depicted, he also rarely harbored doubts and never 
entertained moral doubts.  As was the case of Superman, his superior derring-do was better imagined than seen, 
more believable on the radio than on TV.  Each of the 221 episodes of TLR is presently playing seriatim on the 
Cowboy TV Channel, M-F, three times a day.  Viewing it now in the light of my advancing maturity, I find 
much more off-putting his ability to shoot the six-shooter out of the hand of a villain, even one who is facing 
him.  But, no matter. 

 

Thus did “The Lone Ranger,” inspired mostly by fictional heroes of the past – from Robin Hood to Zorro – ride 
into American life 85 years ago this year and kick off the Era of the Superhero in the mass media.  Thank 
Goodness.  Thank you, Fran Striker.  I’ll leave it to others to answer to query, “Might we have been better off 
to have had more complex heroes, who embodied the contradictions of living in the 20th and 21st centuries, or is 
it better to learn our values early on in bi-polar dramatizations, coming to grips thereafter with the grays 
between the blacks and whites?”  To ask the question is to invoke at least two ways of thinking about heroes 
and of reminding ourselves of what two of the world’s greatest writers once said about them: 

  “The hero of my tale…, whom I have tried to portray in all his beauty, who has been, is, and 
will be beautiful, is Truth.” 

Leo Tolstoi (1828-1911), author of WAR AND PEACE. 

  “Show me a hero and I will write you a tragedy.” 

F. Scott Fitzgerald (1896-1940), author of THE GREAT GATSBY. 

__________________ 

  #Dr. Vickrey, Ph.D., J.D., a native of Montgomery, AL, is a lawyer, a former university 
president, and professor of rhetoric and public address at half a dozen public universities in Florida and 
Alabama.  He is a prolific writer on a variety of subjects, including communication, education, the law, motion 
pictures of the sound era, politics, religion, and science, among others.  He is a member of The Lone Ranger 
Fan Club.  This is his second article in THE SILVER BULLET.  
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TRIVIA FUN!!!!!  

By:  Nolan Greer      

In the March, 2018 trivia contest we asked: “Name the title of the only TV Lone Ranger episode that had 2 
real-life brothers in the cast?”  

Of the 40+ members who guessed, over 25 of you guessed “Six Gun Legacy” where Bob Walker took the 
place of his look-a-like Emmet White to steal the $80 thousand inheritance.  However, both parts were played 
by the SAME actor James Hickman.  

The correct answer was “Two Gold Lockets” with Darryl Hickman as Don Lindon and his real-life younger 
brother Dwayne Hickman as Young Don Lindon. 1951 episode 75. Dwayne went on to star in Dobie Gillis on 
TV and Darryl in “The Grapes of Wrath” and other major films.  Both appeared together again in the films 
“Captain Eddie” (1945) and “The Happy Years” (1950) as well as “The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis” (1959).  
Source - IMDB  

The 10th correct answer was submitted by:   

Daniel O’Neill, Member # 025  

Congratulations again. You are the reigning star with fleeting fame until the next contest. A Certificate of 
Achievement will be mailed to you. 

NEW TRIVIA QUESTION  

In the “Swami”(June 1955), Lou Krugman played Swami Yoganto, but according to the script, the swami’s 
real name in the program was ______?  

a. John Smith 

b. Steve Smith 

c. Sam Courtney 

d. Sam Silversmith 

The tenth correct answer wins fleeting fame and posting in the next newsletter. One entry per member please. 
Send your answers to: nolan.greer226@gmail.com  

A little humor corner:  

They say that William Tell once played bowling for a club in 
England, it is unknown which one. Unfortunately there was a fire 
at this club and the records were destroyed. So, despite 
historians best efforts, we will never know for whom the Tell 
Bowled.   

Send humor to: nolan.greer226@gmail.com 

mailto:nolan.greer226@gmail.com
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Tonto’s Quote 

We recommend and endorse Nutramax as a daily supplement for 
better health for you and your pets.  Helps reduce joint pain and stop 
the enzymes in the joints that breakdown cartilage.  Click on the 
boxes below for more information. 

"If we open a quarrel 
between past and 

present, we shall find 
that we have lost the 

future” 

http://media.nutramaxlabs.com/player/?file=Dr-Bob-Solving-Problems.flv
http://www.nutramaxlabs.com/your-health
http://www.nutramaxlabs.com/cat
http://www.nutramaxlabs.com/dog
http://www.nutramaxlabs.com/horse
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS! 

JUNE                    NAME      MEMBER #    FROM 

2 Ted Van Gelderen  559 KY 

3 Robert Vankuiken  561 SC 

6 Atholl Buchan 653 UK 

9 Katie Foehl 220 WA 

12 Evaughn L. Fontes 401 CT 

13 Ian Hazell 581 West Midlands, UK 

13 Antoinette Little 606 NJ 

15 Jim Collins 645 IL 

15 David Durost 394 CA 

16 Mitch McKee 256 TN 

17 Brett Weatherup  682 MA 

19 Ed Foote 315 PA 

20 George Gebhart 537 NJ 

22 Brad Hill 365 MA 

28 Mildred May 461 KY 

28 Jim Siebold 337 FL 

28 Thomas E. Floyd 691 NE  

 

JULY                NAME      MEMBER #    FROM 

4 Tim Simpson 598 TN 

6 John Rieker 552 NY 

9 Stuart York 275 CA 

10 Randy Johnson 208 IN 

13 Lyne Charlsen 632 PA 
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS!   (CONTINUED) 

JULY                NAME      MEMBER #    FROM 

17 Gina Gawle 657 ME 

18 Damian Fedorko 402 GA 

21 Marylee Welch 446 OK 

21 Richard Steffens 625 MN 

23 Lou Servideo 254 CT 

26 Jim Kidrick 154 CA 

28 Dave Clerc 515 SC 

 

 

AUGUST               NAME      MEMBER #    FROM 

1 Diane Marie Goubeaux 633 IL 

2 Ronald Gabbard 316 MI 

2 David Yuers 253 CA 

5 Marianne Davis 177 AR 

6 Carol Reber 553 PA 

6 Jerry Waterman 203 NM 

6 Harold Hinger 340 Austria 

7 Tim Laushey 621 DE 

8 RJ Ronyak 694 MN 

9 Judy Caswell 634 MD 

16 Vernon Wehrung 648 PA 

16 Ted Maxey 549 CO 

18 Ronnie Sollod 609 MD 

19 Susan McNabb 669 NC 

25 Mitchell Weiss 441 NY 

27 Breen R. Savage 532 ME 

27 Bobby Adams 80 GA 

27 Kimberly Kolinski 403 NY 
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 TLRFC State Directors 

Southern California -"Sean" Cunningham #692 seancunningham2003@yahoo.com  

Southern California - Thom Reed #451 thomasereed@cox.net  

N. Carolina - Matthew McNally #572  mcnallypsych9@yahoo.com  

Colorado - Bo Shaffer #243  bo@icinstitute.us   

Connecticut  -  Lou Servideo # 254 louservideo@gmail.com  

Delaware - Doug Briggs #110   drbriggs@gmail.com  

Georgia - Steve White #346  swloneranger56@gmail.com  

Indiana - Randy Johnson #208  rjohns65@sbcglobal.net  

Ohio - John Contini  #656   tonicontini1905@gmail.com   

Tennessee (Eastern) - Tim Simpson #598   timsimpson2008@gmail.com 

Tennessee (Central & Western) -  Wendall Hinkle  # 613   wshinkle@hotmail.com 

West Virginia - Roy Vanater #426  royvanater@suddenlink.net  

 

 

 

THE LONE RANGER FAN CLUB 

The Silver Bullet is published four times a year (March, June, September, December) for the Fan Club Website since 2011 by Circle 

C Enterprise, a non-profit organization based in Salisbury, Maryland and is owned by Garry Cherricks.   

  

TLRFC was established and published by Terry and Kay Klepey from 1988 to 2002.  In 2002 it was published by Joe and Sandy 

Southern until 2011.  During this time from 1988 to 2010 it was postal mailed to the membership.  

  

The Lone Ranger and Tonto and all related characters and materials are Trade Mark and Copyright of Classic Media, Inc., in New 

York, NY. This Fan club is in no way connected with Classic Media.   

The Silver Bullet is a fan publication of the official International Lone Ranger Fan Club website expressly for Lone Ranger enthusi-

asts and collectors.   Deadline for submissions of letters, articles for printing and advertising is one month prior to the month of publi-

cation on the website.  

Disclaimer from The Lone Ranger Fan Club:  

Please note that no part of this publication may be disseminated, copied, 

or shared through public media avenues without the expressed consent 

from The Lone Ranger Fan Club.  Many items are exclusively provided 

here to our members for your enjoyment and information. Members may 

forfeit their membership for doing so.  Thank you.  

mailto:seancunningham2003@yahoo.com
mailto:thomasereed@cox.net
mailto:mcnallypsych9@yahoo.com
mailto:mcnallypsych9@yahoo.com
mailto:bo@icinstitute.us
mailto:louservideo@gmail.com
mailto:drbriggs@gmail.com
mailto:swloneranger56@gmail.com
mailto:rjohns65@sbcglobal.net
mailto:tonicontini1905@gmail.com
mailto:timsimpson2008@gmail.com
mailto:wshinkle@hotmail.com
mailto:royvanater@suddenlink.net
http://www.lonerangerfanclub.com/

